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limited metabolism. The success of low-potency nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) would benefit from the development of agents with enhanced potency.

In an attempt to identify such novel agents, six nonsteroidal A2 phospholipase inhibitors from the series of pyrimidine-5,6-diones have been synthesized. Structure-
activity relationships for this class of inhibitors were determined. In general, a high ratio of fluorine to oxygen substituents on the benzo ring (F/O) and as well as the
presence of a polar substituent on the C-1 phenyl ring were essential requirements for potent and selective inhibition of A2 phospholipase. The most potent inhibitors

were capable of inhibiting A2 phospholipase in vitro IC50 = 1-8 nM. By inhibition of the cyclooxygenase (COX) pathway in rats (using the COX-2 assay), all of the
inhibitors demonstrated a maximum inhibition of COX of 1-2%, with selectivity being maintained. In vivo studies in rats demonstrated that the compounds were orally

active and that they were capable of inhibiting cyclooxygenase-induced inflammation in the rat. The most potent inhibitor had an oral AUC in the presence of
flurbiprofen of 0.93 microgram min ml-1, which was comparable to the oral AUC of flurbiprofen (0.92 microgram min ml-1). This compound demonstrated activity in

reducing inflammation in the croton oil test in mice.Q: How to add comma after category php I want to show category wise review so i have used looping but i want to
change this code to show the category in every row with comma between them but i didn't understand how to replace this c6a93da74d
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